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A NEW

 

WORLD HARMONY
        

 (Correcting the human identity)
With Practical Scientific Philosophy &

 

Deep philosophical and spiritual

 

wisdom

 

(universally agreed upon, unified, uniform education)

 

 

“Education is life according to great minds

 

with the purpose of great aims.”

 

Nietzsche

 

On the future of our educational institutions

 

 

 

Our
 
natural

 
identity

 
as

 
universal

 
humans,

 
has

 
widely

 
been

 
lost,

 
systematically 

 

covered
 
or

 
replaced

 
with

 
a

 
limited

 
identity

 
being

 
formed

 
within

 
our

 
beloved 

children. Installed from an early age is a nationalistic identity, bordering
 

almost on 

sectarian if not sectarian in itself, then incorrect empowerment/education (because
 

that education all to often has been without authentic experience and cognition of 

the higher states of
 

consciousness)  is
 

given to the child,
 

resulting in,
 

an
 

intellect
 

which then serves the limited identity, the result of this is and always has been some
 

form of violence, from the petty thinking negative on others, right up to the extreme 

and dangerous actual physical harm, wars and armed conflicts. 
      

Necessary it is again for again to be known the "Harmony origin" of all creation, all 

humanity, all true religion, true science, true knowledge, true esoteric, true 

theology, 
 
safely through practical scientific philosophy education removing all 

political divide, unifying all branches of philosophy in the world already known to the 

true enlightened guides, geniuses, thinkers, philosophers, thinkers, scientists, 

prophet's and messengers, men and women of wisdom,

           Planetization of Citizenship 



“The archetype of harmony is the highest subject of teaching, only by which the just 

and the other values become prosperous.”

Plato 

 

Realizing the false Intellect has been serving a limited identity has caused such a 

crisis in the world deemed so important that in become a UN Agenda, UNESCO 

Strategy, U S E establishment and the World Philosophical Forum implementation to 

correct this. 

Earth XXI Citizenship 

U S E-UNO (UNESCO) Global Citizenship fostering program 

 

Now you may begin to have that ahha! moment  

 

“On the path to discovery, the intellect has little to do. 

There is a leap in consciousness, call it intuition or whatever you like, and the solution 

comes to you, and you do not know how and why.”

Albert Einstein

 

A natural higher world new century/XXI/21st civilization identity.
    

Because to continue with the limited identity of a fractured humanity, with 

harmful, detrimental side effects to an otherwise safe, joyous, prosperous 

evolutionary human adventure with unified virtuous protection of our species, many 

species and even our planet, as this previous dividing universal design that is 

intrinsic, and cause has been the rise of social dementia, a myriad of ideologies, 

intolerance, exclusion on the incorrect basis of the real identity theft on our planet 

(our natural universal cosmic harmony identity/our natural Earth/World citizenry. In 

exploitation, slavery, lust for power, greed of money,  

Individualistic mentality/selfishness, has for humanity and our world reached 

breaking point.  

Infact

(only minutes left on the doomsday clock according the board of atomic scientists)                  
https://thebulletin.org/doomsday-clock/ 

http://glob-use.org/id.htm
http://glob-use.org/id.htm
http://glob-use.org/id.htm
https://thebulletin.org/doomsday-clock/
https://thebulletin.org/doomsday-clock/


The 1 universal humanity in harmony with nature, going against nature itself.

 1 loving cosmos, In which the very essence of the eternal and nature of life itself 

ordinarily seeks its perfect expression through each of us, all of the time, but veiled 

in error of mentality and consciousness. 

(Spiritual blindness to deeper eternally true philosophical ideas of our existence) 

may thus then begin to be transcended.

Belief in oneness changes nothing, living in oneness changes everything 

  

Muhammad Jeseus Chrishna

Through the consciousness of Origin and From the Origin of Consciousness

Beyond all form, all thought, all matter, all nature, and beyond all finite,   

Pure, thus true. Indestructible, thus eternal. Formless, thus infinite.

ORIGIN

Here, In which all men differ among themselves, all arguments settled and all 

ignorance ceases. Like a crystal dewdrop merges with the pure shore less ocean, the 

All encompassing, all pervading. 

Humbly aims to show from here ignites, the mind of the true human of wisdom. 

To help ensure peaceful unification of all humanity in higher and deeper 

understanding. 

 

Universal State of Earth

Thus! 

not alone, I call to all loving humanity, life long learners, geniuses, philosophers, 

thinkers, activists, and all men/women of wisdom the world over, to be the current 

highest world civil solution to a civilized higher world order. 

To let go of the limited identity the false intellect serving such individualistic goals of 

centuries past, and unite in current XXI/21st mentality, consciousness and higher 

world civil service. 



“You are not only responsible for that, what you do, 

but as well for that, what you do not do.” 

Lao Tse 

Having let go! 

Rebirth yourself from the vibrant Source of all consciousness and all new thought, as 

the new current XXI Century supra consciousness and new XXI Century supra 

thought. An XXI Century supra universal human being In harmony in the all 

pervading,  1 underlaying essence behind all creation. 

be a human being empowered as conservation and sustainable 

creation/development of such a new world, and as such. A universal world XXI being. 

Do You have Supranational Citizenship?   

  

Knowing the unknown? Every thought we think, is neither thought in the future or in 

the past, yet always occurs in the now. thus, As a humble heart I present New 

Thought in the now. On the most important matter of the current 

Unified One World. 

Practical, scientific philosophy 

This is not a dream, but a living Reality we live in. 

UNIVERSAL STATE OF EARTH  

For the wise and soulful loving ideal and realistic spiritually true manifestation of the 

Inner vision. 

A New World Harmony. 

Further creation, fully implementable! and its establishment.  

For all Eternal Essence Embodied on Earth (civilized Citizens with self realization) 

In this, Current XXI Century. 

SUPREME COUNCIL of HUMANITY 

(Peer of United Nations Security Council Reform)



Wisdom is harmony,  

Philosophy is the Love of Wisdom. 

thus, 

The love of harmony

from such the highest subject of teaching. 

In the realm of harmony, here is neither beginning nor end. 

 

True philosophy/love of wisdom/harmony thus! must be the love of the eternal.

“Small is the man, who looks for the transient, but great, who has the eternal in mind.”

 “Awakening the best forces of man.” 

Socrates 

 

In this new era XXI/21st century 

In correction of the Identity and this new higher world Citizenship,  

lays 

Limitless inspiration may birth from beyond the cleared veil of

Harmony Unity.

 

In Unveiling the Harmony unity and this intrinsic nature, in a life of and as the 

Universal Human. Solutions to the problems humanity's faces.

Restored through 

A practical scientific philosophical way and essential spiritual essence of life.

To live a life of purpose,  

The inner guide emerges, of Wisdom, Reason, Morality, Justice and Cosmic/Global 

Responsibility. 

 

“Who can be his own master, should not belong to someone else.” 

Motto of Paracelsus 



 

The freeing of those of us whom can master themselves, (in time and with correct 

education and New civilization identity, (hopefully all humanity) 

Via

Prerequisite Voluntary willful Global evolution on a planetary spectrum. 

By men and women of the Eternal Virtue/s, Universally known and agreed upon. 

for Harmony, love, peace 

Love is, love always will be, love is eternity. 

The Citizens of the Universe - XXI 

and the Earth XXI Citizens. 

 

A new higher world Global Self Governance.  

The Civilization of the New Civil upgrade of the entire old world civil system.

Old era of the UNO -Epoch- New Era of the U S E-UHO, Current XXI Mentality 

solution, being the wise loving change.

Foreword from the Author - I would first like to humble myself and Give thanks to 

God, My beloved wife, My family, friends, World Philosophical Forum President, the 

Universal State of Earth (U S E) Founder and all the other beloved hearts involved 

with this highest world activity. To You too beloved reader. Together may we build 

the world anew. 

Please note before I begun to write this, I was humbled in a profound way with the 

realization of how this heartwork/writing/humble sharing may go on to be read by 

any other of humanity and be in anyway a positive influence, thus from the very 

outset I wish to convey, I am just a humble heart, eternal essence embodied like you 

and if need be, for whatever I humbly ask for forgiveness for any errors (if any).     

Muhammad Jeseus Chrishna   



Title

“A way to Maturity in wisdom”: a loving Guide, practical simple guide for the new 
Earth XXI Civil teacher, of the Earth XXI Citizenship, and Universal XXI Citizens. 
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Needs and all things U S E. through being and doing and cognition, through to 

creativity through to harmony. 

Part 4: Cooperating with Natural Law to Learn from Life
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_

“If you forgive all! For the past, you have just change the past, within, and then if you 

forgive all! For the now, you have just changed the past, present and the future, 

within. For suddenly life seems that much more enlightened”. 

“May the light of our Day Star grace each one of your souls beauty, and serenity 

wherever you each be today”.  

Muhammad Jeseus Chrishna



Maturity in Wisdom

Introduction:

Quote: “Maturity in wisdom is the being with an ability to unify appropriately all 

other realities into the highest reality, Harmony”. Muhammad Jeseus Chrishna.

Why New world Harmony/Earth XXI citizen civil education is needed for Life.

“An absence of a discipline free from being too rigid of ignorance, an education 

without noospheric knowledge, supraglobal understanding, correct civil knowledge, 

supra-faith, supra-values, supra-experience and supra-understanding. A life in which 

we thrive and trust (A life worth experiencing for all humanity):  

 

If real unknown territory is entered, it may be necessary the structure of thinking 

must change, in order to penetrate the new.   

 

The world with a limited identity in past has produced many a stunted person 

without wisdom’s intuition, wisdom’s harmony and thus, wisdom’s eternal reality. 

love/A universal humanity of self realization. A lost contact with inner vision of the 

Universal State of Earth; A person whom is contracted, perhaps full of frustration, 

anger and fear, doubt and unknowing, selfish. Individualistic and all too often, 

arrogant in such mentality error and error of consciousness; someone who is difficult 

to manage and refine, fit for moral treason and of which, many became even a 

citizen of a fractured humanity, 

fit for treason of the highest natural State - Universal State of Earth”. 

(few of humanity whom know the natural New World Harmony, Humbly do call to 
the many, to understand the inner will for such and unify in the new formation. Like 
the butterfly emerges from the caterpillar)     

Look at the Global Case Study of our world to date for evidence. Necessary now, is?.  
The change! To be or not to be? 
 
”It is not the strongest, the fittest, or even the smartest, but it is those most 
adaptable to change whom will always survive” Charles Darwin



Part 1:
Knowing others by having lived in their world and transcended or entering their 

world, knowing yourself and holding onto the highest reality and then bringing them 

safely to the highest reality. A New World Harmony. 

During the early years of education/reeducation, close attention should be paid to 

every one. groups should, if possible, be kept small (requiring many new U S E Civil 

Servants/XXI Civil Teachers/XXI Civil Educators/minimum of 2. 

(one WPF civil educator and one U S E Civil educator) to every organization). 

Take care to observe individuals of/and group progress, encourage socialistic 

mentality, cosmic identity, and to note any method that works for engaging the 

(student/now or future Earth XXI Citizen’s) attention and interest. 

A key to getting to know a student lies in the goal of Maturity of wisdom, the ability 

to relate to other realities than one’s own. When adults make the effort to set aside 

our adult agenda (but with awareness of nature and the power of nature and its 

natural wil)l, and enter the a child’s/student/persons world, several things happen: 

1) we model the very goal of maturity that we hope to lead them towards, 2) we gain 

access to the subtleties of how the other functions, and 3) in a child's case, we often 

give ourselves the chance to re-connect with the soul-refreshing vibrations of 

childhood’s innocence and creativity.

Entering their world: - helps us to set aside our personal agenda (if any) and become 

aware of the child/student’s/persons personal world, 

(work on their environment if needed) 

 

Key areas, 

(may be expanded upon civically/spiritually/with practical scientific philosophy)

*building willpower (of the now/or future Earth XXI Citizen).  

*Choosing Happiness (of the Earth XXI Citizenship/New world Harmony). 

*Cultivating courage (of the now/or future Earth XXI Citizen).

*Expanding sensitivity (of the now/or future Earth XXI Citizen). 



*Living Truth/wisdom (of the Universal State of Earth). 

*Practicing Peace. 

*Working with others. 

*Identity    

Personal development - provide opportunities for students (now/or future Earth XXI 

Citizen’s) personal growth, (civil programs).  

Understanding people - provide true civic knowledge historically and of current 

events, as well as in the lives of and to those personally involved with your 

child/students/persons (now/or future Earth XXI Citizen). 

Cooperation - help your students (now/or future Earth XXI Citizen’s) explore the 

dynamics of true human civil interaction.

Self expression and communication - help your students (now/or future Earth XXI 

Citizen’s) develop the mental clarity and the ability to communicate their insights 

effectively to others. Thus Increasing the Earth XXI Citizenship/U S E Establishment.

Our earth - our universe, explaining the true manifest within nature, and helping 

them have a relationship with nature. (harmony with nature)

Wholeness - what you relate always must be in the way of true lasting happiness and 

ultimate fulfillment. Especially through the arts, literature, philosophy and religion 

for some, attaining high spirituality/transcending religion. self realization.



•  •
•  •
•  •

•  •

•  •
•

•  •                        
•

•  •
•
•

Note, Academic levels may be developed, also mentality and consciousness checks 

added. Progressive development spectrum, assessments, activities, 

curriculum/introduction of U S E, practical scientific philosophy, aid spiritual, organic 

and holistic understanding. Supporting inspiration, encouraging reflection, praise, 

reward, consequences, observation, connection, discovery, behavior, intervention, 

interaction. Health, even mindedness, integrity, conservation, contentment, 

appreciation, positive approach to life, sincerity, will power, concentration, 

attentiveness, sharpening the mind, introspection, memory, healthy imagination. 

Creativity. Intuition, body, feeling, will and intellect, reason, morality, justice, global 

responsibility. Harmony, maturity. Successfully bringing them to the highest reality, 

and New World Harmony, (together with 3 stages of WPF-U S E Development) for,

                                       Universal State of Earth.  

In order to see the world clearly, we need to free ourselves from mental and 

emotional turbulence. A calm mind and an open heart act like still waters to convey 

a pure reflection of the wise nature. 



All of the above shared correctly should naturally result in expanding awareness, 

Note you may also Identify 3 stages of evolution.  

*Contractive ego/individuality’s active stage.

*expansive ego/individuality’s active stage  

*socialistic and Universal Light Stage, 

obviously giving emphasis to the goal.  

Part 2: Supporting Growth by Assessing Student Consciousness, WPF President put 

forward, Mirror of my soul, Universal Diagnostics tool/check. For the Earth XXI 

Citizenship.  

Adding to this, A person even from young age has a natural need to feel secure 

within boundaries already known to us. Fortunately for our own development, we 

also feel an inherent need to expand those boundaries, even though gradually, as we 

sense in ourselves the capability to push them outward (fostering this is wise)…. The 

human must be allowed to expand their understanding at his own pace. Of course be 

encouraged, but never forced, in this direction by XXI Civil Servant/Teachers.

Humans behavioral patterns often identify them to 4 levels of consciousness,  

naturally Universal XXI Citizenship aims at the 5th Level (and beyond) of 

consciousness. Releasing humans from a past self imposed contractive prison of 

pain, to ever new found freedom of the vistas of happiness and joy.  

 

Regarding stages of evolution mentioned before and change from individualistic to 

socialistic.  

Examples,



1st stage, Contractive ego/individuality’s active stage. To be recognized as among the 

best. wanting to achieve a good level of professional status and profit. 

Note (may be dangerous If not in harmony with law of nature, more wise if for the 

benefit of all humanity) 

2nd stage, expansive ego/individuality’s active stage.

Beginning search for personal growth, beginning to grasp our potential needs not be 

confined to the spheres of competition and commercial interests with their 

emphasis on material and personal gain. Instead, focusing on activities social 

therapeutic and educational pursuits. Transmit to others well-being, transmit good 

values, help educate a new generation capable of improving our society and creating 

a better world.   

Onward and upward,

3rd Stage, socialistic and universal light stage.

Subsequently personal growth evolving into a path of spiritual and 

philosophical/love of wisdom/harmony enlightenment. Communion of feeling, 

opening of hearts, expansion of consciousness, connection with nature and the 

cosmos. Self awareness.

Remaining in a deep state of connection. Centering in peace, allowing teaching pass 

through deep channels, communication from consciousness to consciousness and 

sharing of a higher world harmony. Inner vision. 

 

Naturally Developing in students, Earth XXI Citizens, Earth XXI Civil Servants/XXI 

Teachers, Aristocrats of the Earth XXI/Global leadership development, and in Citizens 

of the Universe XXI/We World Leaders, must also have Sensitivity, Expansive 

thinking, Truthfulness, and Courage.    

What is a leader? 

One whom knows the way, 



Goes the way, 

and shows the way.

Part 3: Choosing the universal unified uniform civic education to meet everyone’s 

Needs and all things U S E. through being and doing and higher consciousness 

cognition, through creativity and through to harmony, highest state of 

consciousness. ((practical scientific philosophy) 

 

For your further research,  

https://www.universal-state-of-the-earth.com/global-education-1st  

http://www.unesco.org/new/en/gefi/about/  

World Philosophical Forum - main website - www.wpf-unesco.org 

Universal State of the Earth - main website - www.glob-use.org

WPF Indonesia and Muhammad Jeseus Chrishna - main website 
www.universal-state-of-the-earth.com 
Please research every page of the websites. 

Part 4: Cooperating with Natural Law to Learn from Life.

Our Education should be a means of encouraging, not of forcing, the development of 

wisdom. It should work with Nature in its inherent system of punishment and 

reward, and not protect earth inhabitants from the consequences of all their 

mistakes. At the same time, it should try to ease them into the discovery of these 

consequences in such a way that they don’t lose heart, but come to realize that such, 

simply, are life’s realities. Now adding In, loving creation and successful 

establishment of the Universal State of Earth, to bring fruit to all that natural heart! 

and transcending past outdated centuries gone past mentality and consciousness. 

Naturally into the highest reality, Whereby in this New world Harmony,  

Why should we be honest, and not dishonest? truthful, and not untruthful? 

self-controlled, and Not self-abandonment?, A Universal supranational Citizen of the 

World/Earth XXI, and not just citizen of old fractured nations of fractured humanity. 

be concentrated in our thinking, and not scattered? Universally united, peaceful, 

https://www.universal-state-of-the-earth.com/global-education-1st
https://www.universal-state-of-the-earth.com/global-education-1st
https://www.universal-state-of-the-earth.com/global-education-1st
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/gefi/about/
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/gefi/about/
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/gefi/about/
http://www.wpf-unesco.org
http://www.wpf-unesco.org
http://www.wpf-unesco.org
http://www.wpf-unesco.org
http://www.universal-state-of-the-earth.com
http://www.universal-state-of-the-earth.com
http://www.universal-state-of-the-earth.com


caring, kind, and not callous? cooperative, and not over-competitive? Why? Not just 

because anyone holds out these expectations of us, but simply because the positive 

side of each of these equations gives us, in the end, what we really want from life. 

It isn’t scripture, or the government, or society, or anyone’s personal convenience 

that dictates our need to live rightly. Natural law itself — the law of our own 

being — is so set up that only by harmonizing ourselves with it can we, in the long 

run, find our real needs served — even for the benefit of all life’s needs. But refusal 

to harmonize ourselves with that law invariably proves disappointing to us in the 

end. Sure this is what makes wrong action wrong in the first place. It is culpable, not 

before the eternal origin, nor before the law of the land, nor before our fellow 

human beings, but before the inner court of own self- awareness.

The deeper applications of universal XXI and Earth XXI civil Education, (and all of the 

above) take place as we come to the realization that all of life is enfolded in one, 

universal flow of Natural Law. Each one of us, adult and child, is constantly being 

offered the opportunity to take our next step toward (for some) expanded 

consciousness or, in this a classic philosophy meaning (love of wisdom, and title I 

gave to this writing, next step toward “Maturity of wisdom”. (Living this)

Our loving natural will as New Earth XXI Civil teachers/Earth XXI Citizens, New World 

Leaders, is simply to acknowledge this process and offer our support/guidance. to 

students/earth inhabitants (now/or future Earth XXI Citizens) as they take their next 

wiser steps together, with the lovingly offered, next step of Evolution of our world.  

 

Universal State of Earth 

Supranational  

 

Part 5: A Loving Conclusion. 

Thus, it is one and many hearts hope and humble appeal to mankind for just a little 

more understanding. For the Individualistic quest and concerns for life/or rather 

Individualistic attempted survival? Yet through old ways, Old worries, old 



corruptions, old ignorance’s, old arrogance’s, old mentality. and old world order 

views without stepping up to the current XXI century higher reality, The Universal 

State of Earth (U S E), 

I am sure you would agree this old outdated past Be laid to rest?, is your answer yes? 

Know It's only good is for another new museum. (showing such fact).

 

In favor of the new current Now, I hope some day all may join us, so the world may 

live as one, With the Universal wisdom again, With the realization and 

Understanding. This is truly how anyone will not only survive but thrive. 

Thus, Isn’t it wise for nations, Cultures, Traditions, People's of faith, Religion the 

world over, Organizations, Community's of the one community of humanity.  

United civilizations become the United Humanity, Say yes!.  

Not just looking with eyes of wisdom, but Seeing again with the eye of the soul, and 

all humanity Experience this for themselves? Is your answer yes? 

Then Perhaps. 

 

You yourself again see clearly the beyond all, and through all deeper message and 

origin and thus now find true meaning. A Life of higher purpose? Earth XXI Citizen, 

Do you want this?, Soulful, wise, loving, caring, Honourable, noble way which is 

universally unified, universally recognized and agreed upon. A New World Harmony?

If you haven’t already joined the Earth XXI Citizens? 

Will you now step up, to the Universal State of Earth, Yet with the Self Realization, 

On unified universal level?. Supranational. 

Not for selfish glory, individualistic power or Individualistic greed. But supra-glorious 

glory of/to and with the highest, in the very aid to all humanity and all life on Earth, 

Not individualistic! But lovingly Supra-socialistic, 



 

Because: Even in the old era of the United Nations, 

we have had a problem with the aforementioned Individualistic mentality, 

Of certain individuals of certain nation's and these nations citizens. 

As Such, for the mature in wisdom The solution is known.

UNIVERSAL STATE of EARTH

Universal Constitution of Earth

              http://glob-use.org/eng/use/pap/constit.htm 

The New Era of the U S E, XXI. The Supreme council of Humanity and ALL EARTH XXI 

CITIZENS the world over, join in Growing the New World Leadership, 

New Global Leadership elect, Fostering Global Citizenship/Earth XXI Citizenship. 

With full establishment of the U S E and all Supranational State Civil organs/bodies, 

(U S E) XXI era Institutions. Even New World Harmony U S E Supranational State 

banking and currency. The Tero. (1 universal currency which all other currencies 

naturally evolve into) 

Unity of humanity on higher/highest level.

Ready together to be the wisdom of change?, 

It is important to remember We can not, nor have any wish too force others, 

Bang on people's heads like those of yester-centuries mentality and consciousness, 

perhaps unbeknown to themselves (until now) in your? attempts to force convert 

others, “forced conversion is violence”,  

wisdom says, “you each are not only responsible for that what you do, but for that 

which you do not do also” thus, this is full responsibility returned.     

 

Beloved friends, beloved humanity, No matter how often a frustration (effect) of the 

immature in wisdom ones may even attempt raise such a frustration within us 

(cause), the outside influence. Peace of this New Era, our current inner of us (the 

http://glob-use.org/eng/use/pap/constit.htm
http://glob-use.org/eng/use/pap/constit.htm
http://glob-use.org/eng/use/pap/constit.htm


wise) must be more powerful. (positive cause and effect)

Beloved humanity, we only set the mature and wise example and appeal to all  

humanity, for more understanding. Our humble hearts open opportunity to partake 

in the advantage to this is path we walk, Truly rewarding peace and happiness in this 

ongoing experience in our lives, which may also be in theirs/yours, as we all bring 

benefit to all life on this bright blue green planet we live on. 

The disadvantage to this is, 

Those of humanity in ignorance of all I have mentioned and as outlined in the 

Universal Constitution of Earth. 

Sadly push themselves and the world closer to a breaking point, 

Yet, 

We remain great of Supra and invite you too (if not already) . into Maturity of 

wisdom, morality, reason, justice. A Humble yet Empowered wise humanity of the 

Universal State of the Earth (U S E). Earth XXI. New Era, New World Harmony.

Even perhaps we are those of supra-faith as faith is also Universal. Though it is wise 

to note (faith) it is not the natural highest. Speaking from experience, Growing the 

fig tree is wonderful, but if never actually flower the tree. How may one tastes its 

produce. Now is the time of the great final push/peaceful transition. (Establishment 

of Universal Sate of Earth) also you may Experience of the eternal wisdom is greater 

than only faith in/of the eternal wisdom. Faith Searches, the intellect finds, Yet faith 

continues to search for what the intellect already finds. 

Thus, the true self realization, point of loving transition has come. The actual being 

and doing of the solution to mankind’s gravest dangers. Earth XXI Citizenship.

To all people of faith, If Faith of yesterdays fractured humanity religiousness does 



not join with the intellect and experience of the Universal being or even being that of 

the new current higher world citizens of the Universal State of Earth. 

Faith will be left just on watching, 

Or worse yet, still searching for what? the experience that we of intellectual and 

universal being through experience have already found within us, 

The Universal being! through love of wisdom from wisdom itself. 

Maturity of wisdom. Higher world Harmony and its opportunity to free all humanity.

 

Thus we the people of, appeal to all. for we of the light of wisdom, are wise in 

experience (so surly this is your appeal too?) in understanding that the 

darkness/ignorance of the past arrogance’s has no power over the light of wisdom of 

all eternity. The natural evolutionary unveiling/establishment of the Universal State 

of Earth. 

 

Please, lets make a loving walk together? in the New World Harmony. We all live 

under the same Day Star/Sun, the same moon and stars and all on this same bright 

blue green planet we live on. 

 

Realistic solution,  

(WPF University and Socratic Philosophical School Civil educators)

Be you a true XXI Teacher? USE Civil Servant/civil educator.  

or Guru as termed in Indonesia for we teachers. 

Guru in sanskrit. actually means, Gu, of darkness. Ru, into light, 

Or rather, one whom dispels the darkness of ignorance with the light of wisdom. 

Any true teacher/philosopher is such. A true friend, true man, messenger of wisdom. 

I am because we are, in need of such to save our species.  

https://www.universal-state-of-the-earth.com/wpf-earth-xxi-citizen-te

acher-progr 

Is a Global initiative to not only aid all of the above, written in this humble heart 

work, but to also give opportunity of financial benefit to any whom take the 
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initiative. (creating civil servants helping the higher better world future for humanity 

and life on planet earth, quicker) 

 

Realistic and practical solution to help humanity, 

 

One WPF Civil Educator and one U S E Civil educator minimum to all areas of current 

society in all, primarily in all Civil sectors, educational institutes, universities, 

academy's, college's, high schools, primary schools, kindergartens, having learned 

the civic education, teach it,  WPF Civil educators recruit Earth XXI Citizens,  

U S E Civil Educators teach and recruit other Global leadership,  rapidly expanding 

the U S E Earth XXI Citizenship, and new U S E global leadership   

Upon each of these facilities having learned the civic knowledge and with recruits 

forming of higher world civil service, XXI Citizens. Supranational Civil registration 

should be then encouraged.  joining and forming higher world supranational state 

organs, supranational state bodies organizations and offer their services, (for 

example in natural resources, technology, state buildings, facilities, platforms etc 

“The Universal State of Earth truly is open to all humanity” 

 

A New World Harmony

To be? Or not to be?

In doubt?/following the sower of the seeds of disbelief? 

let us take an analogy to help us, Like this. 

You can walk into a room full of darkness, and spark even the smallest light and

Instantly the darkness flees, But you can not do the opposite, A room full of Wisdom, 

Light of the eternal, and no matter what!, No matter How much darkness anyone 

may try gather, they can not walk into that room and extinguish such light. 



Love,Truth, Wisdom

Thus, as those whom may refuse to upgrade their mentality, consciousness and 

citizenship through Earth XXI Citizenship, that mankind may push themselves closer 

to the edge of global catastrophe or through individualistic mentality to individual 

breaking point. sink or swim, to be or not to be?. 

They may only just but succeed in forcing themselves in their ignorance to change. 

and those whom stand by an do nothing or do what supports such ignorance. 

shame on them. It is not wise to be part of the problem but step fully into being the 

solution. Mankind did already practically reach a sink or swim type scenario. 

Still (currently) faces the final two minutes on the atomic scientists doomsday clock. 

We of wisdom have a natural soul deep obligation to help turn the clock around, 

Thus, we continue on, on this path of Solution. Inwardly understanding

All must eventually come back the the universal.

Through a love of wisdom. True philosophy.

Again I say, This is not just a dream, but a living reality. 

The harmony, Eternal, True guide, Inner vision and fruit of such a path of self 

realization. Is here within and just beyond this very moment, was here before you 

read this, is unseen universal unifying essence in-between, through these words and 

beyond into the new future. Are you In harmony with the will of this? 

Again, your personal discovery, To be or not to be?.

Be Love of/with/to wisdom. Or not be? 

wisdom itself. be! Thus true Philosophy, Origin of such! and a new lighted 

evolutionary Destiny.  Or not be?

 

To not be the New world order/higher world order, A New World Harmony! Or be?

“Just as the rain does not fall only on one part of the world, or one community only, 



So too the blessings of the eternal are here for all”. 

We live in a virtual cornucopia, we may be a part of this raining down on all mankind 

and Life, on this bright blue green planet we live on. A safe more protected and 

prosperous future for all civilized citizens, Why wait until tomorrow? When we only 

have this moment to live for sure. To be or not to be?

I am just a humble heart, Like you in this. We are all in this together.  

I humbly understand all this may simply be information to you?, Until experience this 

for yourselves and thus behold higher knowledge. (sharing this loving experience)

For as Einstein said.

“Knowledge is experience, everything else is just information”. 

We know knowledge is power, Thus with this highest reality experience, 

Higher world Experience, all have the power to truly change the world for the better. 

The choice is yours to support an old world Individualistic divided world?, Or unite 

and transition in the Universal State of Earth. 

To be or not to be, Surly here is only one wise loving answer. Be?. 

http://wpf-unesco.org/eng/board/direct.htm & 

http://glob-use.org/eng/use/sch/ass.htm

You may join, 

Worldwide list of Earth XXI Citizens http://glob-use.org/id.htm

Worldwide List of Earth XXI Aristocrats http://glob-use.org/ida.htm

We the people of U S E - XXI, already are!.  

 

Extra 

 

The importance of Practical Scientific Philosophy? 

 

To create true thinkers.  

 

I will ask you 3 questions,  
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In your hand, place a cell phone,  

 

1 - "twenty five years ago, can any of you imagine that the phone would be like this 

now? can take pictures, record recipes, send letters and documents, can send 

photos? Can display maps, and road routes, even record physical activity how many 

kilometers you have walked and how many calories you have burned? A telephone 

that can be used to make presentations and send them to other continents?" 

 

if you had one, perhaps could just talk, yes, and to text was already sophisticated   

 

2 - "Now, can you imagine what this tool will be like in 10 years or 20 years in the 

future?" 

although it might be a bit far fetched to think it may be able to transport you to 

another dimension, but now for the final question. 

 

3 - If we cant even imagine what 25 years progress might be like, then how can you 

as People, teachers, or parents give PROVISSION? Which provisions should be given. 

 

carry this over to life, all life, Why U S E, Why Practical Scientific Philosophy, and 

WPF?  

 

The answer should be clear, This is needed as the Practical Scientific Philosophy, The 

U S E with WPF, Earth XXI Citizenship, and Civil educators and the unity of all 

thinkers, also helps ensures healthy correct identity, intellect, mentality and 

consciousness within humanity able to guide in right provision to give to future 

generations. 

 

Remember, what is a Leader? 

 

One whom knows the way, 



Goes the way, 

and shows the way. 

 

Peace be with you. Lest you in individualistic mentality refuse such?.

All is from Origin, ALL!.

Blessings to each of you and your beloved family's. 

“with God’s love I love you all”

 

You create your future as you go along,  

Winston Churchill  

 

and the greatest community to which mankind belongs, is the Cosmos.  

Pythagoras 

Written by a humble heart -Muhammad Jeseus Chrishna- Citizen of the Universe-XXI 

U S E world Leader Program


